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Tuesday, October 14, 2014, the Japan National Football Team vs. Brazil International
Friendly Soccer Match Will Be Broadcast Live on WAKUWAKU JAPAN

SKY Perfect JSAT Corporation (Head Office: Minato-ku, Tokyo; Representative Director, President & Chief Executive
Officer: Shinji Takada) will broadcast the Japan National Football Team vs. Brazil National Football Team International
Friendly Soccer Match to be held in Singapore on Tuesday, October 14, 2014 live on its WAKUWAKU JAPAN channel.
SKY Perfect JSAT's WAKUWAKU JAPAN is a special channel that shows Japanese programs for audiences overseas.
This match, held in Singapore's National Stadium, will be the new Japanese national team’s fourth match with new
manager Javier Aguirre. Aguirre has made a splash with his decisions, recruitment efforts, and his lightning fast reforms,
and this match versus veteran team Brazil will serve to showcase the effects of his choices. On the Brazil side, manager
Dunga has had experience playing with the Japanese team, and commands ace players such as Neymar (Barcelona) and
Oscar (Chelsea), who played in the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil. For Brazil, this will be a chance to restore its name after
its historic defeat during the 2014 World Cup.
This highly anticipated match will be broadcast live in Indonesia and Myanmar through WAKUWAKU JAPAN. Soccer
is the most popular sport in both of these countries, and both have shown great interest in this match, held in nearby
Singapore. For clarity and to help WAKUWAKU JAPAN viewers enjoy this match all the more, this live broadcast will
have commentary in both Indonesian and English.
WAKUWAKU JAPAN broadcasts live J. League matches every week, usually on the weekend, and hopes to continue
to increase the interest and understanding of Japanese soccer overseas through these regular broadcasts.
<Broadcast Information>
■Program Name:	
  [Live] INTERNATIONAL FRIENDLY MATCH JAPAN V BRAZIL
■Time:

Tuesday October 14, 2014
17:30–20:00 Indonesia time (19:30–22:00 Japan time)

■Broadcast in:

Indonesia, Myanmar

□About WAKUWAKUJAPAN
WAKUWAKU JAPAN is a SKY Perfect JSAT channel that broadcasts the best of Japanese programming in local
languages, 24 hours a day. Currently, it is available in both Indonesia and Myanmar.

*WAKUWAKU JAPAN official website: http://www.wakuwakujapan.tv/	
 

